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:-?, - Ms. Elizabeth A. Rolando 
Chief Clerk 
Illinois Co-mmerce Commission 
527 East Capitol Avenue 
Springfield, IL 62701 

Dear Ms. Rolando: 

The Pipeiine and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (YHMSA) has reviewed your 
letter of September 25,2008, notifying us that the Illinois Commerce Commission granted the 
Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company a partial waiver of compliance from adopted state 
regulation 49 CFK §$ 192.481 and 192.723 on September 24,2008. This waiver becomes 
effective on November 24,2008 (60 days from September 24,2008). 

Under $192.481(a) each operator must inspect each onshore pipeline or portion of pipeline that 
is exposed to the atmosphere for evidence of atmospheric corrosion at least once every three 
calendilr years, but with intervals not exceeding 39 months. 

Lnder $192.72?(b)(l j a leakage survey with leak detector equipment must be conducted in 
business districts, including tests of the atmosphere in gas, electric, telephone, sewer, and water 
system manholes, at cracks in pavement and sidewalks, and at other locations providing an 
opportunity for finding gas leaks, at intervals not exceeding 15 months, but at least once in each 
calendar year. 

linder $192.723(b)(2) a leakage survey with leak detector equipment must be conducted 
outside business districts as frequently as necessary, but at least once every five calendar years 
at intervals not exceeding 63 months. However, for cathodically unprotected distribution lines 
subject to 4192.465(e) on which eI-ctric?l W.F~F &r corrosim zTe imp~xticd,  a iiakagz 
s w e y  must be conducted at least once every three calendar years at intervals not exceeding 39 
months. 
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Because of difficulties in accessing inside safety inspections within the mandatory inspection 
period, the Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company requested to conduct the atmospheric 
corrosion inspections and the leakage inspections at least once every three years, not to exceed 
51 months. Also, the company requested to move the inspection period from a calendar year to 

th ,yearly interval. The frequency of safety inspections relating to the 
. .  gas-lines remains unchanged. , p . . , > . : . , ,  ..''.L_ I 
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Ms. Elizabeth Roland0 

Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company 

PHMSA does not object to this grant of waiver. The waiver is intended to assist the 
Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company in obtaining full compliance with its gas line 
inspection obligations and allow for the aligning of its leak survey in conjunction with its 
inside safety inspection survey. Also, this will allow Peoples Gas Light and Coke 
Company to disconnect services in the final three months of the proposed inspection year 
to customers that have not permitted access for inside safety inspections. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey D. Wiese 
Associate Administrator for Pipeline Safety 


